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ABSTRACT
arch supports the theory- that. htskilled
ough. the mediation of spoken language.
writing
That. 4s, their.wriiing contains inexplidit-aeanings0 or semantic'abbreviations, characteristic of .conversations in which: the listener
is familiar with the situational and cultural contexts of `the
AOnologue. Two Studies, -further examine this theOry.:In, the first_
--,descriptive essays written for. peer-audiences, in grades. -foUr0:eight4
--and twelve- were analyzed.' Although the total number of words
increased-Vith grade level in the samples of eak writing, the rate

writers ,produce

Recent :-

Of - semantic abbreviation remained the_same-0. while the -inOtease its

worde,.in the strong writing samples _wasaccompanied by a lower rate
of semantic abbreviation.- In the second. study, writings from grades
eightAind.twelve for three different:audiences were. analyzed. Ih t
strong.. writingsamples the. ra$eof semantic abbreviation decreased
itog parent to peer to editor- audiences,. while the weak writers.
.prodncedaore.Semantic abbreviation for the peer audience than for
tlehother-tib.'While this explanationfor weak writing requiresfurther research, it.will help-writing initructops in assisting
studeits- to revise their'weak--writing in the direction of more
explicit meaning and- to understand the'contextdependent aspects of

language. MI6-.
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Vera John-Steiner, in her presentation

s supportedyygotsky's then

0

writing as a process of transforming internal thought into explicit and cowl
tive language.

Using evidence from the notebooks of professional writers, she

has argued that words
condensbd inner images.

er speech ere h ghli

is of semantic frames and,of

irT explores and elaborates and externalizes these

11 images

is appropriate, then, for me to begin my
spokert 1

disci

sign of the role of,

guage in the prOcess Vera has discussed by sharing the condensed

inner image that I-have in mind.

I'm interested in the insight Vygotsky offers

into the writing processes of unskilled writers.

Initially, the image at the

base of my thinking was at straigLt line:
Inner
Speech

Spoken
Language

%bitten
Language

This-image seerajd to adequately represent 'Vygotsky's idea that beginning
v,riters produce

iting through the mediation of. spoken 1, _guage;

disc _sedin 11-1(2aL.t and Laiaguage, Pages98-1(11,

Vera reporter

remember pro

Michael Halliday, as

I had trouble accepting the idea at first.

g writing by abstracting

speech.

(That idea is

It

I could

.

not until I read

/

edited by Vera

wee other writers, that I realized that

two parts to Vygotsky

tical asstraption:

I

Unskilled miters

.1.

Skilled writers abstract directly

g through(spoken language.

This, I. believe

rbal thought to written language.

accounts'for Halliday's

t far him sentences are readily available to trans o

at first a straip
speaker, pointed out that the strait

Vygots

Nan Elsasser, .vi.

line was not what Vygotky was sa

s that speaking and writing have distinct

ctions.

-hought into

rms and serve distinct

We need, therefore, two lines:

S

e

Speech

And to this ima
course.

re lines to repres

a develcopmental

,

My image nail resembles a windshield wiper:

Witten
Langunip

The first new line, the-solid one, represents a writer's achieved development.
This is what the writer can duo

dependently on a given task, and this is what

secand line,

swiss writing; a ilities,
4--

serks Vygots

,concept-Of a zone

of

proximal development.

e writer can do in cooperation and collaboration with peers and adults
concept _of proximal deVelopinen
.

my further research will explore

is

reme_y

grant one; it is one arectian

Proximal develo

strongly suspect,

t,

what leads a writer from Tara :ing ability that leans heavily on the dialogic.

form and iAterpersonAl furictiaq of every speech to-writ

ability

-cludes the apnologic form and ideational function of written language.

In

plainer terms, we== say that inexperienced writers produce with
mediation of spoken language (Vygotsky, 1934/1962)

and write practice and with

instruction, spoken 1--

t,and writ

gradually disappears

link between thou

With experierjce, with

e as'an.intermediete
ygotsky, 1978).

A good deal of recent research supports theidea that unskilled wriiegs
produce writing through the mediation of spoken language (Hirsch, 1977; Goody
and 1.7att, 1977; Olson, 1977; Elsasser and John-Steiner 1977; Shaughnessy, 1977;

Emig, 1978; Hartwell
le

1980).

And so does, observation; these writers, far

are writing as if they were talking

Ti2st grade writer:

I was waking thou the wds.
a pritty brd.

Tenth grade writer:

One- night ine and mY

Wan I saw

to the store.

The second writer knows more than the first about spelling and

unctuati

The second sentence, though, shows ore of the context-dependent meaning
spoken dialog.

The reader cahot tell which night, which friends, or which store.

E4ocentrimm (Piaget, 1926/1955) is often used to explain such writing (as
fett, 1968; Greenfield, 1972; Shaughnessy

1977).

Recent research (-Kraus and-

.

Glucksberg, 1977; Koll, 1978), howfver, suggests tHatiwe,question egocentricism
as an explanation for inexplicit gleaning in student writin

And so does

retical stan6:

PiagetJs description of egocmltric thou

gp is a psyChologica
ff

,

or social influences in-

and thei-e is
-

cripticta. _The implication of that poSition'is that

d patiently wait for student writers tc out
-

eachersshoUld sit

ow egocentrism: Tbary

_

d itJmakes more sense to argue that reading a:Ad_writing have scrnetiaingto
-nth .overcoMing apparently, egocentric chata)Ceristics of student writing

ee ;Carothers, 1959, who speculates that'literacy is a driving forte behind
Piaget' s deirelopmenta]. stages).

Vygotsky of course, argue- that egocentric

peech is social in.origtn

and becomes increasingly, personal and-cryptic as it turns into'inner qpeech.

that interpretation, our tenth grade writer is elaborating private per
speech (see Markevat 1979) enough to meet the demnds of a certain social
a conversation with a close frittnd

the' sentence "One

friends went to the store" would talce on a fuller meaning.,

would make the identities of night

befor effective'ceMmudication.
of unskilled t

Intimacy'

frieqda, and store as clear as they need _to

In that,sentence, and throughout. the writing

the mantic abbreViatitn characteristic of inner :speech

is not transformed into the explicit,-,a0tanomous meaning characteristic of

written language.

.The transformation hhs stopped at the level of spoken

dialogue.

Like Flower (1979, p. 19), I an saying that semantic abbreviation is part of

the Amdertransfermed mode df verbal expression" typical of the writing of
unskilled writers.

Unlike Flower,

though,

only "Writer-Based";-it_is based also

I an saying ;that such writing is noot

the form of spoken dialogue and the

function of interpersonal communication.

At SEW/Buffalo we have,done two -studies to examine the assn Lion that
thexplicit meaning in weak student-writing is -the result of semantic at?btevia-

tion characteristic of inner speech 1eing transformed only to the extent neees.

sary to -meet the-dieraands of everyda.

spoken dialog

We operationally defined

1y, personall,and deffonstrative

euphoric

1979)..

references

(Halliday

106)

an

WeSelected these-measUresbecadse theY.

e thtextent to Wilich.Tariters refer to situational md-culturall.contexts
1923i. Bernstein, 1975)

wit

thin written texts.
unskilled TA-Iting,

dialog watt

'represents those contexts
derlying assumption here is this:

verbal thought has.been transformed into "one-hall

requires fliari

is, into wri

the writer has in mind

situational and cultural contexts of languag_
,This twelfth gra

writer's sentence will illustrate the uunner

the senntic.Feasbres were employed:
to.
In the TV shows or 'police shows, I think these people
ust'entertain us) but tQ show us how some people react when theysee a crime committed.

In that sentence,

ege people" is an instance of demonstrative expphora.

We cannot tell which uembers (writers, producerS, sponsors

all of these, or

t of three) the writer wants to include in a class of people responsible,

for television pro as:

"Tie TV shows-." on the other hand,

is -ntit

counted as

exophoric, since "Police ,phowel- is an apparent attest to elabOrate that

expression., "Some people,' is usedformulaically; it is a clicI4 that refersto'a class of television viewers without specifying. the members of that class.

Finaly, the pronoun "they" is an instance of personakexophdra.,. it refers back
ti

to

one people " the referent for which is not, in t` text
'Calculations of rates of semantic abbreviation

e figured as

cy

per total,words (in both studies).

In the first study

Collins and- Williams

1981), we

ed description

I
f place essays
base.

written for peer...audiences in grades, 4; 8, and 12 as a data

Analysis revealed that for samples of

Itimg in the study, total

e th

fifer

stayed about
abdut

rate of semmtic abbreviation

to'Table 1 here.)

This.indicates that 'for I'm

,

writers longer
level

's were produced at

higher gxade

Crease in total words was accomp

'For sti

by a significan ly lower rate of ser antic.abbreviation (Table

Stronger

wiiters produce ti longer texts which contained more-explicit writing.

Stranger writer

learn to use more

Conelbsions:

ords to adequately represent situational

and c

s of language

tural

still fewer,

use more words

Weaker writers learn to

eir'writing.

strong writers), and weaker writers

use. n ore .words to p oduce more inexp icit meaning as grade 'level

Because the operational definiti

cr

s.

of semantic abbre'iation was based upon
-4K

es of spoken language, this firs

tudy supports the assumption-that weak

writers produce 'writes : trim the s

tics of everyday spoken dialogue.

Inner

ttt#

speech', for them,

the extent appropriate for talking

elaborated in wr

with a friend.
In -the second study

explicitness of

(Collins and 1i

liamson

aning wioold vary with

in press) we asked if

Ssigned aildience.

Syntactic complexity

at

deas--(Cayer and Sacks .1979; Crowhurst and Pich, 1979)

,

and semantic complexity

gilt to increase as assigned audiences become more remote and
less intimate audiences need more explicit informati -on.

iar, since

The variance of eemantie

explicitness with audience, however, seems to follow. a develbpmental pattern; in

a study by Rubin and Pich

(1979), only expert adults substantially adapted

persuasive strategies to audience differentiation.
That finding was supported by the results of our second study.

We analyzed

.,.

steles" of wr
tasks:

g from grades 8 aid 12 in which writers had responded to three

*
a description of place for a peer audience, a persuasive letter to a
,

,
audience; and a persuasi. ve letter to the editor of. TV Gui
.

,

parpn

strong wri ers tit 'the study adjusted the rate of semantic b

to audience

ssigned by task.

They distinguished along parentl' peer,.

creased the rate

of pqmantig`abbreviation
made. an ,apparent

distinction'onlybetween peer and adult". audienCes:

They produced more semantic
and their writin

.abbreviation.for the peer audience than for the other two

revealed a similar rate of inexplicit meaning for those two, the parent and
Tabl

2).

Vygotsky's theory of he developmental

I believe these results

interaction of spoken and written

ers, regardless of age

or grade level, produce writing t

ation of. spoken language.

Their writing depends upon.reader familiarity with contexts of situation and
culture.

Their writing is-dialogic inform; it requires the cooper

g

interlocutor to

elicit

icon

.

Additional research, of course rust
accepted as

explanation for inexplicit meaning in weak student writ

Questions such as-these must be answered:

If weak writers assume that readers,

like participants in dial6gue, share referential contexts, Vlly does the
representation of:those contexts_ vary according to peer and a(jult,audiences?

Why do weak writers reco
differentiated sudienC_

only a generalized adult audience, -instead of

s specified by task?

Do weak writers represent

ing-for teachers, rather than for readers, in their writing, so that
teachers comprise what
mode of discourse con §tan

similar results?

ar

audience in influencing

..Thich was not .the case in our second study

s emantics of weak wri

proVide

e-important factor than

de, especially persuasion, a

others, must be answered be 'ore the true nature and

writer's dependence

Ubuld holding the

11ing the "adult" audience?

These questions, and
tent of the unskil ed

language can be und= stood.

If speaking and writing interact in the unskilled writer' s composiilg processes,

thee spa king and-writing should interact in the composition classroom-as well.
Teachers who vlork with -Fweak meters should adopt a stance of helpful
ers.

concerned

We should fet unskilled writers know where meaning is'abbreviated in

their tets, and we should have than revise in the direction of more explicit
Ve should have writers talk with. us andiwith peers about context.

dependent aspects of /anguagp and logic- in their writing.

We should regar&

s
_
first drafts as indicative of what writers can dd.uidependently, as a reflection
_

of achieved development.

We should regard talk about subjects of writing, as

indicative of what writers canido in cooperation with others, as a re_ ectian
a writer's zone of proximal development.

We should regart each successive

rev-1s ion of a piece of writing as-a chance to transform verbal thought

to

Increasingly meaningful written language.

e key to these strategies of working with weak writers is cooperation.
Strong writers, I suspect

are those who have mastered the monologic form and

ideational function of written language through reading and writing practice.

ghth uade'or twelfth or in college, have missed that practice.

Weak writers,

Their writing resembles the dialogic'lfonn, and serves the interpersonal function,

of spoken langu

e.

The si

ificane of that form and function resides in

cooperation, in the cooperative construct 6h of meaning exhibited by participants
in spoken dialogue.

Assumed cooperation in the achievern4rof meaning

characterizes writing produced through the mediation of spoken language.

1

cooperation, of the sort that asks for and helps to achieve explicit
mi-_ t lead eventually to ,the` independent construction of such meaning.. To

paraphrase Vygotsky one last time:
he or she can do alone tomorrow.

Vhat a writer can do' in cooperatidn today,

-Sea

These,

le of Iriting

erformance.

Planned as a data-base for descriptive studies of writes perforimee,
the deli rp for the sample and specific writing tasks were ,developed in
early 1976 by Charles Cooper, Lee Odell -and Cynthia Watson: During
'the 1976-77 idiots]. year, Charles Cooper and Cynthia Watson coordinated

of the saniple frail school districts

the gat

NEW York, Michigan,

and Illinois.. Subsegaently, Charles Cooper and. Lee Odell supervised the
- trait`, scoring of the stele,

(

st

Grade-Wit*:

1 1,,Ms wawktng thru the wds.

a gritty bird.

Tenth Grade Writer:

enihtnE and ITV two

jai

to _the store.

Grade Writer:

In the TV shows or police shows, 1 think these people
(not tojust entertain, us) but to Shaw us how some
people react whe they see a crime committed.
4

Table 1
Mean Rate of Semantic Abbrevia
by' Grade and Ability
(Expressed as Percentage)

Grade

Teak

11.6

Strong

8.4

11,9

12.6

5.1

5.0

Table 2

Mean

e of Semantic Abbreviation
for Ability Groups(Expressed as Percentage)

Audience
Peer

_Weak
12.

Strong

'5:0

/Parent

9,4

6.p

Editor

9.7

2.5

es, 11,18.
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